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A MACDONALD FORMULA FOR ZETA FUNCTIONS OF
VARIETIES OVER FINITE FIELDS
JONATHAN A. HUANG
Abstract. We provide a formula for the generating series of the zeta function
Z(X, t) of symmetric powers SymnX of varieties over finite fields. This real-
izes Z(X, t) as an exponentiable motivic measure whose associated Kapranov
motivic zeta function takes values in W (R) the big Witt ring of R = W (Z).
We apply our formula to compute Z(SymnX, t) in a number of explicit cases.
Moreover, we show that all λ-ring motivic measures have zeta functions which
are exponentiable. In this setting, the formula for Z(X, t) takes the form of a
MacDonald formula for the zeta function.
1. Introduction
A remarkable formula of MacDonald [8] provides a closed expression for the
generating series of the Poincare´ polynomial of the symmetric powers SymnX of
a space X . Let X be a compact complex manifold of dimension m, and recall the
Poincare´ polynomial is defined as P (X, z) =
∑
i(−1)
ibi(X)z
i, where bi = bi(X) =
dimQH
i(X,Q) are the Betti numbers. The MacDonald formula for P (X, z) is∑
n>0
P (SymnX, z)tn =
(1 − z1t)b1(1− z3t)b3 · · · (1− z2m−1t)b2m−1
(1 − t)b0(1− z2t)b2 · · · (1− z2mt)b2m
. (1)
Thus the Poincare´ polynomial P (SymnX, z) may be expressed directly in terms
of invariants associated to X . A similar formula for the Euler characteristic is
recovered by setting z = 1 as P (X, 1) = χ(X).
In this short note we prove an analogous formula for the Hasse-Weil zeta function
Z(X, t) of varieties over finite fields. To provide such a formula, we consider the zeta
function Z(X, t) as an element in the Witt ringW (Z). As noted by Ramachandran
[12], Z(X, t) takes form of an Euler-Poincare´ characteristic as an alternating sum
of Teichmu¨ller elements [α]:
Z(X, t) =
∑
i,j
(−1)i+1[αij ] ∈W (Qℓ)
where αij is the jth (inverse) eigenvalue of the Frobenius operator acting on the
ith e´tale cohomology. By definition, the zeta function Z(X, t) takes values in the
ring W (Z) ⊂W (Qℓ).
Our main result is a MacDonald formula for Z(X, t):
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Theorem 1.1. Given a quasi-projective variety X ∈ VarFq , we have∑
n>0
Z(SymnX, t)un =
∑
i,j
(−1)i+1[[ [αij ] ]] ∈W (W (Qℓ))
where the [[ [αij ] ]] are double Teichmu¨ller elements.
We interpret this result in the setting of motivic zeta functions, specifically in
the context of λ-ring-valued motivic measures. Let K0(Vark) be the Grothendieck
ring of varieties and consider an A-valued motivic measure µ : K0(Vark) → A. In
[5], Kapranov associates to µ a motivic zeta function
ζµ(X, t) =
∑
n>0
µ(SymnX)tn,
an invertible power series with coefficients in A. Following Ramachandran [12],
we say that µ exponentiates or can be exponentiated if ζµ takes values in the big
Witt ring W (A). That is, if the zeta function ζµ reflects the product structure in
K0(Vark) via the Witt product in W (A). A particularly interesting case is that
of A-valued motivic measures where A is a λ-ring. It is shown by Ramachandran
and Tabuada [13] that if such a measure is a pre-λ-ring map on K0(Vark), then it
exponentiates (see Proposition 5.2). We refer to such measures µ as λ-measures.
The zeta function of such a measure is a ring homomorphism into W (A) and
thus induces a zeta function measure µZ([X ]) = ζµ(X, t). We prove that if µ is
a λ-measure, then µZ is also a λ-measure (Theorem 5.6); this involves a study of
the λ-ring structure of the big Witt ring W (A). The classical MacDonald formulae
show that the Euler characteristic and Poincare´ polynomial define λ-measures. The
formula in Theorem 1.1 shows that the zeta function Z(X, t) for varieties over finite
fields defines a λ-measure.
Analogous MacDonald formulae can be proved in other contexts. Let C be a k-
linear tensor category, in the sense of a k-linear additive pseudo-abelian symmetric
monoidal category where ⊗ is k-linear. As shown by Heinloth [4], the Grothendieck
ring K0(C) is a λ-ring. Del Ban˜o Rollin [2] and Maxim-Schu¨rmann [10] prove
examples of closed formulae for various generating series of measures taking values
in various K(C); these follow directly from the opposite λ-ring structure map σt.
The motivic measures described in [2] and [10] are also λ-measures.
After reviewing some preliminaries on λ-rings and Witt rings in Section 2, we
prove the formula for zeta functions in Section 3 and provide some explicit com-
putations of zeta functions of various SymnX in Section 4. Finally in Section 5,
we provide some context for these results in the theory of λ-ring-valued motivic
measures and explore related results for motivic zeta function measures.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Niranjan Ramachandran for
suggesting this project and for eagerly and openly sharing his ideas and insights.
The author is also indebted to the Department of Mathematics at the University
of Maryland, College Park—in particular to helpful discussions with and encour-
agement from Larry Washington and Jonathan Rosenberg.
2. Lambda rings and Witt rings
We begin by describing the λ-ring structure on the big ring of Witt vectors. Our
presentation here of the big Witt ring follows Bloch [1] and Ramachandran [12]. For
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a more on λ-rings, the reader may consult Knutson [6], Yao [14], and Hazewinkel
[3].
Let A be a commutative ring with identity. Denote by Λ(A) the group of invert-
ible power series (1 + tA[[t]],×) under usual multiplication of power series. For a
ring homomorphism f : A → A′, let Λf : Λ(A) → Λ(A
′) be the obvious induced
map. Recall the ghost map gh : Λ(A)→ AN is defined as, for P ∈ Λ(A),
gh(P ) = (b1, b2, . . .) where
t
P
dP
dt
=
∞∑
n=1
bnt
n.
This represents the power series P (t) by a series of coordinates (b1, b2, . . .) called
ghost coordinates ghn(P ) = bn. The ghost map is a functorial group homomor-
phism where AN has a pointwise addition. Moreover, the relation between the
power series coefficients and ghost coordinates can be made explicit:
Lemma 2.1. For P (t) =
∑
n ant
n ∈ Λ(A) and bn = ghn(P (t)), we have
nan = bn + a1bn−1 + · · · an−1b1.
This relation uniquely determines P (t) in terms of its ghost coordinates bn in the
case where A has no Z-torsion.
Proof. By definition,
t
P
dP
dt
=
∑∞
n=1 bnt
n so that
P (t)
(
∞∑
n=1
bnt
n
)
= t
dP
dt
(1 + a1t+ a2t
2 + · · · )(b1t+ b2t
2 + · · · ) = t(a1 + 2a2t+ 3a3t
2 · · · )
= a1t+ 2a2t
2 + 3a3t
3 + · · ·
and we simply identify coefficients. 
The big Witt ring W (A) (also called the universal ring of Witt vectors) is the
ring whose underlying additive group is Λ(A) and whose multiplication ∗W is such
that
(1− at)−1 ∗W (1− bt)
−1 = (1− abt)−1 for a, b ∈ A
and the association A 7→W (A) is functorial. This suffices to define a commutative
ring structure onW (A). The elements [a] = (1−at)−1 above are called Teichmu¨ller
elements.
The ghost map gh : W (A) → AN is a ring homomorphism where AN has a
pointwise product. That is, for P,Q ∈ W (Z), ghn(P ∗W Q) = ghn(P ) ghn(Q) and
thus in the case where A has no Z-torsion, multiplication is determined by pointwise
product of ghost coordinates. Note that for Teichmu¨ller elements, ghn([a]) = a
n.
For each positive integer n, the Frobenius map Frn : W (A)→ W (A) is the ring
endomorphism defined as
Frn(P (t)) =
∏
ζn=1
P (ζt1/n).
On Teichmu¨ller elements Frn([a]) = [a
n] and on ghost coordinates, ghm(Frn(P )) =
ghmn(P ). Clearly, we have Frn ◦Frm = Frnm.
Recall that a pre-λ-ring (A, λt) is a commutative ring with identity A equipped
with a group homomorphism called the structure map λt : A → Λ(A), where the
coefficients are denoted as λt(a) =
∑
n>0 λ
n(a)tn. Note in particular that λ0(a) = 1
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and λn(a + b) =
∑
i+j=n λ
i(a)λj(b). Here, Λ(A) is a pre-λ-ring with multiplica-
tion and a canonical structure map defined by certain universal polynomials (see
Knutson [6, p. 13]). A map of pre-λ-rings f : A → A′ is a ring homomorphism
respecting the λ-ring structure maps. If λt : A → Λ(A) is a ring homomorphism,
then A is called a λ-ring; a λ-ring map is a map of pre-λ-rings. Λ(A) is a λ-ring.
The Witt ring W (A) also has a canonical λ-ring structure1 denoted λu (see
Knutson [6, p. 18]). On Teichmu¨ller elements, it is given by
λu([a]) = [1] + [a]u ∈ Λ(W (A))
where Λ(W (A)) = 1 + uW (A)[[u]]. This λ-ring structure behaves well in the case
where A itself is a λ-ring. In particular, we have
Proposition 2.2. If (A, λt) is a λ-ring, then the opposite λ-ring map σt = λ
−1
−t ,
with σt(a) :=
∑
n>0 σ
n(a)tn is a λ-ring homomorphism σt : A→W (A). In partic-
ular,
Λσt(σt(a)) = σu(σt(a))
Proof. Since A is a λ-ring, λt : A → Λ(A) is a λ-ring map. The Artin-Hasse
exponential ι : Λ(A)→W (A), P (t) 7→ P (−t)−1 is a λ-ring map, and ι◦λt = σt. 
The following examples will be useful:
• The ring A = Z is a λ-ring with λt(a) = (1 + t)
a. Here the map σt is given
by
σt(a) = (1− t)
−a, σn(a) =
(
n+ a+ 1
a
)
.
• For a λ-ring A, the polynomial ring A[z] can be given a natural λ-ring
structure by setting λt(z) = (1 + zt). Here the map σt is given by
σt(z) = (1− zt)
−1 = [z], σn(z) = zn.
Note that for A = Z this means that σt(az) = (1− zt)
−a = a[z].
• For arbitrary A, consider the canonical λ-ring structure on W (A). The op-
posite λ-ring structure on W (A) is a λ-ring map σu :W (A)→W (W (A)).
On Teichmu¨ller elements [a] ∈ W (A) we have σu([a]) = ([1]− [a]u)
−1. We
denote this by [[ [a] ]], the double Teichmu¨ller element.
3. Varieties over Finite Fields
Let X be a variety over a finite field Fq (reduced scheme of finite type over
SpecFq). The Hasse-Weil zeta function (or simply the zeta function) of X is
Z(X, t) =
∏
x∈|X|
(1− tdeg x)−1 (2)
a power series over Z, where the product ranges over closed points x ∈ |X |. This
may also be expressed as
Z(X, t) = exp
[
∞∑
r=1
Nr(X)
tr
r
]
(3)
where Nr(X) = #X(Fqr) the number of points over Fqr .
1Some authors refer to a λ-ring as a special λ-ring and a pre-λ-ring as a λ-ring.
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Due to the work of Grothendieck and others on the Weil conjectures, the zeta
function can be written in terms the action of the Frobenius on (compactly sup-
ported) e´tale cohomology:
Z(X, t) =
∏
i P2i+1(t)∏
i P2i(t)
, Pi(t) =
∏
j
(1− αijt)
−1 (4)
where αij are the inverse eigenvalues of the Frobenius action Φ on H
i
et,c(X ;Qℓ).
These are so-called Weil q-numbers |αi,j | = q
r/2 for some r 6 i (Deligne) and
Z(X, t) is a rational function (Dwork).
We wish to consider the zeta function Z(X, t) as an element in the big Witt ring
W (Z). The following is shown in [12, Thm 2.1]:
Proposition 3.1. For X and Y ∈ VarFq , the zeta function X ×Fq Y is given by
the Witt product
Z(X ×Fq Y, t) = Z(X, t) ∗W Z(Y, t).
Moreover, the Frobenius operator Frr on W (Z) corresponds to base change XFqr ,
so that Frr(Z(X/Fq, t)) = Z(X/Fqr , t).
Sketch. Notice that from (3), ghn(Z(X, t)) = Nn(X). As this is multiplicative, the
zeta function takes products in the Witt ring. Finally, recall that ghn ◦Frr = ghnr
and note that ghn(XFqr ) = Nnr(X) = ghnr(X/Fq). 
The zeta function can be written in the Witt ring W (Z) as
Z(X, t) =
∑
i,j
(−1)i+1[αij ]
where the sum is taking place in the Witt ring and [α] is the Teichmu¨ller element
(1 − αt)−1. This directly follows from the presentation in (4) as an alternating
product of polynomials Pi = (1 − αijt)
−1 and Proposition 3.1 above. Although
each Teichmu¨ller element [αij ] is inW (Qℓ), the sum nevertheless lies in the subring
W (Z).
We now restate our main result.
Theorem 3.2. Given a quasi-projective variety X ∈ VarFq , we have∑
n>0
Z(SymnX, t)un =
∑
i,j
(−1)i+1[[ [αij ] ]] ∈W (W (Qℓ)) (5)
This can be viewed as a closed product formula for the generating series for zeta
functions of symmetric powers.
3.1. Proof of the Main Theorem. Recall the result on Newton’s identities from
Lemma 2.1: in Λ(A), for P (t) =
∑
n ant
n and bn = ghn(P (t)), we have
nan = bn + a1bn−1 + · · · an−1b1
Recursively, this gives a way to recover an from the ghost coordinates b1, b2, . . . , bn.
That is, an can be written purely in terms of bi for i = 1, 2, . . . n by replacing each
ai in the above relation. Let us call this relation φ so that
an = φ(b1, b2, . . . , bn).
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Lemma 3.3. For X a quasi-projective variety over Fq,
Nr(Sym
nX) = φ(Nr(X), N2r(X), . . . , Nnr(X)) (6)
Proof. Over Fq, the symmetric power Sym
nX parametrizes effective zero cycles.
These are exactly the degree n effective cycles on X . Thus the zeta function Z(X, t)
may be written as
Z(X, t) =
∑
n
N1(Sym
nX)tn. (7)
As ghr(Z(X, t)) = Nr(X), this implies that
N1(Sym
nX) = φ(N1(X), N2(X), . . . , Nn(X)).
Apply the Frobenius operator Frr for W (Z) to equation (7). Equation (6) then
follows from the observation that on ghost coordinates, ghn(Frr(P )) = ghnr(P ) for
P ∈ W (Z) and from Proposition 3.1, Frr Z(X/Fq, t) = Z(X/Fqr , t). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Denote the ghost map on W (W (Z)) by ghu and let βn be
the nth ghost coordinate of the sum double Teichmu¨ller elements in (5):
βn = gh
u
n

∑
i,j
(−1)i+1[[ [αij ] ]]

 =∑
i,j
(−1)i+1[αij ]
n ∈ W (Z).
We wish to show
Z(SymnX, t) = φ(β1, β2, . . . , βn).
This relation is taking place in W (Z). We now use the ghost map ght on W (Z). It
suffices to show for all r,
ghtr Z(Sym
nX, t) = φ(ghtr β1, gh
t
r β2, . . . , gh
t
r βn).
We have
ghtr βn = gh
t
r

∑
i,j
(−1)i+1[αij ]
n

 =∑
i,j
(−1)i+1αnrij = Nnr(X) ∈ Z.
Moreover, ghtr Z(Sym
nX, t) = Nr(Sym
nX). Now recall from Lemma 3.3
Nr(Sym
nX) = φ(Nr(X), N2r(X), . . . , Nnr(X)).
As this holds for all r, the proof follows. 
4. Examples
We apply the generating series formula to compute Z(SymnX, t) for various cases
of varieties X over finite fields. These serve to verify the formula and demonstrate
the facility of writing the zeta function in the Witt ring. Note that below, sums of
Teichmu¨ller elements are taking place in the appropriate Witt ring.
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4.1. Affine and projective space. Consider n-dimensional affine space An and
n-dimensional projective space Pn over Fq. Then Nr(A
n) = qnr and we have
Z(An, t) =
1
(1− qnt)
It is also easy to show that Nr(P
n) = qnr + q(n−1)r + · · ·+ qr + 1 so that
Z(Pn, t) =
1
(1− t)(1 − qt) · · · (1− qmt)
In the Witt ring W (Z), these zeta functions are Z(An, t) = [qn] and Z(Pn, t) =
[qm] + [qm−1] + · · ·+ [q] + [1].
Recall that SymnA1 = An and Symn P1 = Pn, and that
Z(A1, t) =
1
1− qt
= [q] and Z(P1, t) =
1
(1− t)(1− qt)
= [1] + [q]
The formula provided in Theorem 1.1 predicts that Z(SymnA1, t) is the coefficient
of un in [[ [q] ]] ∈ W (W (Z)). Similarly, that Z(Symn P1, t) is the coefficient of un
in [[ [1] ]] + [[ [q] ]] ∈W (W (Z)). We have
[[ [q] ]] =
1
[1]− [q]u
= [1] + [q]u+ [q2]u2 + · · ·
and
[[ [1] ]] + [[ [q] ]] =
(
1
[1]− [1]u
)(
1
[1]− [q]u
)
= [1] + ([1] + [q])u + · · ·
which agrees with the zeta functions Z(An, t) and Z(Pn, t) described above:
4.2. Elliptic curves. Let E be an elliptic curve over Fq. In this case, we have
Z(E, t) =
(1− αt)(1 − βt)
(1− t)(1 − qt)
where α+ β = a ∈ Z and αβ = q. Written in the Witt ring, this appears as
Z(E, t) = [1]− [α]− [β] + [q],
where [α] = (1−αt)−1 the Teichmu¨ller element. The formula provided by Theorem
1.1 is
Z(SymnE, t) = coefficient of un in
[
(1− [α]u)(1 − [β]u))
(1− [1]u)(1− [q]u))
]
.
The results in the section in fact work for any curve C over Fq. In this general
case, the eigenvalues α and β for the action on H1(C,Qℓ) come in pairs αi and βi
for i = 1, 2, . . . , g where g is the genus. In fact, the case of symmetric powers of
smooth projective curves was worked out by MacDonald in [9] in 1962. Here we
work in the elliptic curve case for simplicity.
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4.3. Symmetric powers of affine and projective space. We use the formula
in Theorem 1.1 to compute the zeta functions Z(SymnAm, t) and Z(Symn Pm, t).
Note that these varieties are no longer smooth once m > 1. Recall that
Z(Am, t) =
1
(1− qmt)
= [qm] and Z(Pm, t) =
1
(1− t)(1− [qm])
= [1] + [qm]
Then by the formula we have for affine space
Z(SymnAm, t) = coefficient of un in [[ [qm] ]] = [qnm],
which agrees with the fact that [SymnAm] = [Anm]. For projective space,
Z(Symn Pm, t) = coefficient of un in [[ [1] ]] + [[ [q] ]] + · · ·+ [[ [qm] ]].
Note that this coefficient is not [1] + [q] + · · ·+ [qnm] as Symn Pm is not Pnm. For
instance, consider n = 2 and m = 2,
Z(Sym2 P2, t) = [1] + [q] + 2[q2] + [q3] + [q4]
whereas
Z(P4, t) = [1] + [q] + [q2] + [q3] + [q4].
4.4. Product of elliptic curves. Consider X = E1 × E2 a product of elliptic
curves over Fq. We use the formula in Theorem 1.1 to compute Z(Sym
nX, t) in
terms of Z(E1, t) and Z(E2, t). Let
Z(E1, t) =
(1− α1t)(1 − β1t)
(1− t)(1 − qt)
and Z(E2, t) =
(1− α2t)(1− β2t)
(1 − t)(1− qt)
and recall that in the Witt ring, these can be written as
Z(E1, t) = [1]− [α1]− [β1] + [q] and Z(E2, t) = [1]− [α2]− [β2] + [q].
Then since the zeta function takes products in the Witt ring, we may compute
Z(E1 × E2, t) as
Z(E1 × E2, t) = ([1]− [α1]− [β1] + [q]) ∗ ([1]− [α2]− [β2] + [q])
= [1]− [α1]− [α2]− [β1]− [β2] + [α1β2] + [α2β1] + [α1α2]
+[β1β2]− [α1q]− [α2q]− [β1q]− [β2q] + [q
2].
Thus the motivic zeta function generating series is
ζZ(E1 × E2, u) =
∞∑
n=0
Z(Symn(E1 × E2), t)u
n
= [[ [1] ]]− [[ [α1] ]]− [[ [α2] ]]− [[ [β1] ]]− [[ [β2] ]]
+[[ [α1β2] ]] + [[ [α2β1] ]] + [[ [α1α2] ]] + [[ [β1β2] ]]
−[[ [α1q] ]]− [[ [α2q] ]]− [[ [β1q] ]]− [[ [β2q] ]] + [[ [q
2] ]].
Note that these equalities are being written in W (W (A)). These methods similarly
also work for n-fold products of smooth projective curves; however, the formulas
quickly become unwieldy.
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5. Lambda-ring valued motivic measures
Let k be a field and Vark be the category of varieties over k (reduced schemes
of finite type over Spec k). The Grothendieck ring of varieties K0(Vark) is the
abelian group generated by symbols [X ] of isomorphism classes of X ∈ Vark subject
to the scissor relation [X ] = [Y ] + [X \ Y ] for Y any closed subvariety of X .
K0(Vark) is a commutative ring under the product [X ] · [Y ] = [X ×k Y ]. This
is the so-called universal value group of Euler-Poincare´ characteristics on Vark;
ring homomorphisms on K0(Vark) are called motivic measures. That is, for A a
commutative ring with identity, we consider µ : K0(Vark) → A. Kapranov in
[5] constructs a motivic zeta function ζµ(X, t) for X ∈ Vark using these algebraic
invariants µ(X). For X quasi-projective, it is the generating series for (the measure
of) symmetric powers SymnX :
ζµ(X, t) =
∞∑
n=0
µ(SymnX)tn ∈ A[[t]].
As K0(Vark) is additively generated by quasiprojective X , this defines a group
homomorphism on K0(Vark) taking values in the group of invertible power series
Λ(A). If ζµ : K0(Vark)→W (A) is a ring homomorphism , we say that µ exponen-
tiates (see [12]).
For example, in the finite field case2 X ∈ VarFq , the motivic zeta function ζµ#
associated to counting measure µ#([X ]) = #X(Fq) recovers the usual zeta function
Z(X, t) (see Mustata [11, Prop 7.31]). We have seen that Z(X×kY, t) = Z(X, t)∗W
Z(Y, t); hence µ# can be exponentiated.
We are particularly interested in A-valued motivic measures where A is a λ-ring.
Note that K0(Vark) has a pre-λ-ring structure provided by the Kapranov motivic
zeta function, defined such that σn([X ]) = [SymnX ] for X quasiprojective. This,
however, is not a λ-ring structure (see Larsen and Lunts [7]).
Definition 5.1. Let A be a λ-ring. A motivic measure µ : K0(Vark)→ A is called
a λ-measure if any of the equivalent conditions hold:
• µ is a pre-λ-ring map, µ(Symn[X ]) = σnµ(X).
• The associated motivic zeta function factors as
K0(Vark)
ζµ
''◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
µ
// R
σt

W (R)
Proposition 5.2 (Ramachandran, Tabuada [13]). If µ is a λ-measure, then µ
exponentiates.
Proof. The composition above is a ring homomorphism. 
Example 5.3. The generating series in (1) for the Poincare´ polynomial is the
Kapranov motivic zeta function ζµP associated to the Poincare´ polynomial measure
µP (X) = P (X, z). Since the ghost coordinates ghn(ζµP (X, t)) = P (X, z
n) are
2In this case, we must pass through the K˜0(VarFq ) Grothendieck ring modulo radicial mor-
phisms, but all the measures on VarFq we consider factor through K˜0(VarFq ). See Mustata [11,
p. 78].
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multiplicative, ζP takes values in the Witt ring. MacDonald’s formula (1) can be
written in the Witt ring W (Z[z]) as
ζµP (X, t) =
2m∑
i=0
(−1)ibi(X)[z
i].
The zeta function for the Poincare´ polynomial appears as a Poincare´ polynomial
written in Teichmu¨ller elements. Similarly for χ, we have
ζχ(X, t) =
2m∑
i=0
(−1)ibi(X)[1] = χ(X)[1],
an Euler characteristic written in Teichmu¨ller elements. Moreover, both these mo-
tivic zeta functions factor through the λ-ring structure maps and thus both χ and
µP are λ-measures:
Proposition 5.4. For the Euler characteristic, ζχ = σt◦χ, where σt is the opposite
λ-ring structure map on Z and for the Poincare´ polynomial ζµP = σ
′
t ◦ µP , where
σ′t is the opposite λ-ring structure map on Z[z].
Proof. Recall that for a ∈ Z, σt(a) = a[1] and for f(z) ∈ Z[z], σ
′
t(f(z)) = f([z]). 
Definition 5.5. Given a measure that exponentiates µ : K0(Vark) → A, the
associated motivic zeta function ζµ : K0(Vark) → W (A) is a ring homomorphism.
The induced motivic measure is called the zeta function measure µZ(X) = ζµ(X, t);
it is a W (A)-valued motivic measure.
Theorem 5.6. If µ : K0(Vark)→ A is a λ-measure, then its induced zeta function
measure µZ : K0(Vark) → W (A) is also a λ-measure. This process iterates ad
infinitum.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, the map σt is a λ-ring map. The composition above is
a λ-ring map. 
Remark. The zeta function Z(X, t) is the Kapranov motivic zeta function associ-
ated to the counting measure µ#; however, counting measure is not a λ-measure.
Recall the unique λ-ring structure on Z: for a ∈ Z,
λt(a) = (1 + t)
a, λn(a) =
(
a
n
)
, σn(a) =
(
a+ n− 1
n
)
.
However, it is easy to verify that µ#(Sym
nX) 6= σn(µ#(X)). For instance, X =
A1, SymnA1 = An and µ#(A
1) = q whereas µ#(A
n) = qn 6= σn(q). Thus, the
exponentiability of the induced zeta function measure µZ does not follow from the
above Theorem. However,
Corollary 5.7 (Corollary to Theorem 1.1). Let Z(X, t) be the zeta function for
X ∈ VarFq and µZ its induced zeta function measure. Then
ζµZ (X,u) = σu(Z(X, t)) ∈W (W (Z))
and so µZ is a λ-measure.
Proof. The formula in Theorem 1.1 shows that for X ∈ VarFq
ζµZ (X,u) =
∑
i,j
(−1)i+1[[ [αij ] ]].
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Recall that the map σu on Teichmu¨ller elements is given by the double Teichmu¨ller
σu([α]) = [[ [α] ]]. As σu is a ring homomorphism, we have ζµZ = σu(Z(X, t)). 
Remark. The formula for Z(SymnX, t) in Theorem 1.1 is analogous to the Mac-
Donald formulae above, as it is simply the zeta function written in (double) Te-
ichmu¨ller elements. And similarly, the formula shows that µZ is a λ-measure.
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